
alma armchair

NORDIC modern style

www.bendi-bangkok.com Solution of workspace for all success



alma

Description 

A generous arch of  short arm style, the design takes 
advantage of bendi’s signature wood bending technique 
with no visible joins and applies the shape smooth natural 
wood touch feeling .

The seat come with light plywood a bit braced shape, 
also can be upholstered whole the seat or adding the  
pad on plywood seat.
      
  

alma (B) armchair alma (FB) armchair alma (F) armchair alma (FB) armchair

   Suitable to Office, Public space, Restaurant and many meeting scene.
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alma (B) armchair

Frame                  : Oak - Ash - Beech
Seat / Backrest   : Veneer bending / solid bending

UPHOLSTERY

UPHOLSTERY WOOD

OAK NATURAL ASH NATURAL BEECH NATURAL

OAK BROWN ASH BROWN BEECH BROWN

OAK BLACK ASH BLACK BEECH BLACK

The materials that are used to cover the mattress 
are high standard and suit multi lifestyle and atmosphere 
which includes learherette or clothes with variety of 
patterns and colors that can be chose to match 
customer’s desire.

seat veneer bending. / backrest solid bending.

alma (F) armchair

seat upholstered. / backrest solid bending.

alma (FB) armchair

seat veneer bending with cushion pad on top. 
/ backrest solid bending.
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Our products are friendly to you  and environment.

INTERNATIONAL SALES

THAILAND

Q.C.  PARAWOOD CO. ,LTD
3/4  Moo 1  Chaimongkol ,  Mueang, 
Samut Sakhon 74000 Thai land.
+66 34 881 098  / +66 34 881 099
sale .export@bendi-bangkok.com

MANUFACTURER
Q.C.  PARAWOOD CO. ,LTD
3/4  Moo 1  Chaimongkol ,  Mueang, 
Samut Sakhon 74000 Thai land.

PROMPT CONTRACT FURNITURE CO. ,LTD.
621 ,623 Rama 2 road,  Bangmod,
Jomtong, Bangkok 10150 Thai lang.
+66 2405 4098 /  +66 2405 4022
contact@promptcontract .com

Authorized Distr ibutor

Authorized Distr ibutor
LRI Design Plaza,  210 Nicanor Garcia,  
Makati ,  1209 Metro Mani la ,  Phi l ippines
 

PHILIPPINES

Our materials have been selected and certified by FSC, so you 
can be assured that you are buy a products non-destroy nature.
And it also helps keep the forest resources on our planet from 
being damaged. 

Our products are safe from VOC without any health hazard.
F            Of Japanese Agricultural Standard , Ultra low formaldehyde.

Quality Control begins with our material selection. Most of the 
materials imported from the European. As our production is 
fully in-house, we guarantee strict quality-control at any stage 
of the production process. Our products have undergone rigorous 
tests and scrutiny to ensure their quality. 
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